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As i:: well known. the cycles of any given graph G may be regarded as the circuits of 
a matroid defined on the edge set of G. The qucbtion of whether other families of con- 
nected graphs exist such that, given any graph G, the subgraphs of G iscmlxphic to some 
member of the family may be regarded as the circuits of a matroid defined on the edge . 
set of G led us, in two other papers, to the proof of sonn!e results concerning properties 
of the cycles when regarded as circuits of such matroids. Were we prove that the wheels 
share many of these properties with the cycles. Moreover, properties of subgraphs which 
may be regarded as bases of such matroids are also inves#tigated. 
1. Introductisn 
A matroid can be defined as follows: 
Let E be a finite set and 7X a family of non-empty subsets of E called 
circuih~ We say that CK defines a matroid on E, or simply rK is a matro:id 
on E, If and only if the following axioms hold: 
xionr I. No circuit contaim properly another circuiL 
d to define a matroid and will thcerefore be stated here as ,axiom: 
In this paper we deaI with matroilds which may be defined on edge 
raphs and have connected subgraphs as ckc=uits. In accordance 
general reference for graph theory, namely Iiarary 1: I], we 
understand by “graph” 3 finite, loopless ,graph with no multiple edges. 
st results may, however, be im:nediately generalized, as in the case 
f the well-known polygon-matroid of a graph, which is usually defined 
rdicss of whether or not the graph has loops or multiple edges. In- 
phs require q&all attention and we refer the reader to a forth- 
e introduce now s>Drne terminology so th’at we can explain the aim 
Denote by 9 a non-empty family of finite grap s. Given any graph G, 
let9 G) denote the family of edge sets of those subgraphs of G which 
e isomorphic to some member of 9. If for every graph 6, the family 
of graphs, then we 
that 9(G) is the %mNatroid col” G. 
s an example of ;S maitroidai family, we may take the family of aIl 
> I, then not aII graphs in such a family are connected. If k = 1) then 
.e fami~y~ which u,i,ll hencieforth be deno by PO<, has just one member, 
a:;ld this g&h is connected. 
r-s are connected 
ree examples of such families are known: 
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connected graphs closed under homeomorphism. Finally, note ‘*at the 
even cycles and the bicircular graphs with no even cycle form another 
m;atroidaI family p3 of connected graphs but P3 is not closed under 
homeomorphism., 
AII graphs in PO, P,, P2 ,.rnd P3 have less than three independent 
cycles and as is shown in [ 3 1, no other matroidal family of connected 
graphs may exist unless ail graphs in the family have at feast three in- 
dependent uycfes. It seems of interest either to find such famrlies or to 
prove their non-existence. &tempts to settle this question ted us in 13 ]
to the following results which we restate he for further reference: 
Theorem B is an immed,iatc consequence of Theorem A and it points 
out an unexpected properl:y of these families. In fact, families PO, P, , P2 
and Pj may be partitioned into either one or t ree classes of homeo- 
morphic graphs. They are zhercfsre the only c+Itles which share this prop- 
erty. 
In this paper we prove another property which no other matroidal 
family of connected graph,< may share with PO, P,, P, anti P3 (Theorem 
5). This proper, t:- concerns8 the bases of Smzuroids. Moreover, we in- 
vestigate some properties Ictf wheels, regarded as possible members of 
matroidai familieP ,f connlzoted graphs. 
Besides [ 1 ] for graph theory, we take [ 5.,6] as general rerferences for 
matroid theory. 
midal farniI~$ of con- 
tisfy exit I. This property 
x vhich may have 
must coincide with the center 
nt to the center 
. Hence the themem ias 
uent.e, no 
rttx of degree 
from 
f an even cyck CpB is a mem 
T?(see 63. Lernrn,; 31). We 
u-f 9, then ali even 
83 
oat’. Suppese Ct’2n E KIbviously, 9 is distinct from PO, P,, P2 and 
. ) Denote by z the cent -a1 point of IV,, and by x1, . . . , .x2ri the wn- 
central points. Take K = K’ = Q,., and form K u K’ such that all edges 
of K and K’ coincide except those incident to N~2n (in K) and _y2n (in K’) 
as shown in Fig. 1. Set C := A” u K’ and consider the %matroid of G. 
K and K’ are circuits of this matroid. Let u be the edge (x1, “x2 ) which 
clearly belongs to K n K’. By Axiom 2, K U K’ --- {iif) contains a circuit, 
i.e., a graph which is a member of 9, say F’. Since x2 is of degree two in 
K U k” -- (a), it cannot belong to q, by Theorem A. As a consequence, 
x3 is at most of degree two in r, hence it does not belong to r, by the 
same reason. Repeating the aqument, the only points which may be- 
long to r are ;rzn_. 1, So,,, J in, .x1 and 2. They induce a wheel W,. By 




Take now K = W,,, k” =r IV4 and form K U K’ such that the central 
vertices of K and K’ coincide, x1 and x2 coincide with ?s; and xi re- 
ively, and all other points are distinct. Let a be the: edge (x1, x2) 
which clearly velongs to K 17 K.’ ( a reasoning similar to the 
preceding one, we see tha 2m+2. By Axiom 2 and 
Theorem 2, W f 9. Since rn is arbitrary, we may 
start with n~ = 2 and therefore the theorem is; proved. 
inally we recall that, if an od cycle C2n+L is a mernber of 
all cycles are members of s3 (see [ 3, a 4) e prove the fol- 
lowing result: 
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oof. Recalling that in the first part of the proof of Theorem 3, the 
parity of the wheel h$, 1 plays no role in the argumtnt, we can immedi- 
say th&i W2n+r in 9 implies W, in 9 and consequently W2, also 
Set K= W,, R’ = W2n+l and form the graph G = K u K’ such that the 
central vertices of K and K’ coincide as well as xi and xi for i = 1, . . . . 2tt 
(Fig. 3). Let u be the edge (.x1. q ). By Axiom 2, KU K’ - (a} contains 
a ctrcuit of the P-matr.oid of G, say F. Recalling Theorem A and using an -_ 
argurnen t simiiar to Ae t2at u~d in the proof of Theorem 3, we see that r 
is a subgraph of the graph indk:ced by s I, _‘“12n, _T;n+r and 2. This graph is 
precisely I+‘,. Hence W, E 9. 
Fig. 3, 
K’_- 
K - a __ 
Fig. 4. 
Set now K = W3 v K’ = Wm and form K u K’ such that the central points 
coincide. x1 and x2 coincide with xi and ?c; respectively, and all other 
points are distinct. Let a be lhe eclge (.+ .x2). K tJ !i? - {a] is precisely 
.+I. By Axiom 2 and Theorem 2, Wm+r E 3) (Fig. 4). Si ce wa is arbitrary, 
-me may start with WI = 3 and therefore the theorem is proved. 
he similarity of properties between wheels and cycles as emphasized 
ence of some matroidal family of 
nested paphs having wheels as members. Such a matroidal family, 
if it exists, contains graphs which are not wheels. In fact, if we 
4 and form G = ’ such that only one 
ral porn ts of &I and K’, say u., is com- 
ediately see that 
{u j must contain a ci 
wXch is not a 
cf graphs which ~~c~~~des wh els and 
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forms a matroidal fami y of connected graphs; 110 proof that SUCK iI 
family does not exist has been devised either. 
3. Baws 
Let US now recall the definition of bases and the two properties which 
we stated as Axioms 1’ and 2’. 
For any given graph G, the only basis of P,(G) is the empty sTt; and the 
bases of &(G), the polygon-matroid of G, are, as is well-known the edge 
set3 of the maximal spanning forests of G. The bases of P,(G) ;lre the 
edge sets of the maximal subgraphs N of G such that each point of G be- 
longs to N and each connected component J of H contains exactly one 
cycle unless no cycle exists in the subgraph of C induced by the points 
of J. Note that if, for instance, one of the connected components of G 
has no cycle, then the part of any basis induced by the points of this 
component of G is a tree. The bases of P,(G) are the edge sets of the 
maximal subgraphs H of G as described above but with cycles of odd 
length. 
e direct verification that these bases satisfy Axioms 1’ and 2’ is re- 
latively easy; for illustrative purposes, we prove Axiom 2’ for t$(G) 
which is the most diffi.;ult case. 
Let then G be the given graph and B and B’ two subgraphs elf G of 
the type we have just described. Let x be an edge of B. An edge X’ must 
be found in B’ such th;it I3 - {x) + {x3 is a subgraph of G of the same 
tY Pee 
To find x’, we distinguish two cases. 
Ccrslr 1: B - {x) and B have the same cycles. In this casle, the removal 
of .\: splits one of the connected components of B into twcl components. 
One of them contains no cycle. Let A be its 
general by ( Y jx the subgraph of a gra h X induced by the subset Y of 
not, this would mean th:lt 
diets thlc existence of .s. Let then J$ ,.. , & __ 1 be the edges and 
rq, l **5 Q.-r the vertices in the cycle of (k&f. Denote by R 1, . . . . R,, _] 
the paths of (~4)~ linking rrt to 1i2, . . . . q%k _ I. ta u l, respectively  Possibly, 
Rj =_v;. 
Now if R 1 is of even length, then we set S’ = J’i. if R 1 is odd, then we 
consider R2. If/?* is even, then we set x’ = J$. IfR2 is odd, then we con- 
sider R3 and repeat he same reasoning. An even Ri always exists, al- 
though it may eventual@ be the last one, namely R,,_:. In fact, as long 
as no even fii is found, we may define another pat R[2;, $1 for j Z 2, 
by setting R[u;, u; j = Rl and 
Since all edges in R[u;, us,__,] u Ri_1 are edges of a trrze, namely (A&, 
they form 1110 cycle and consequently, R [u;, uij is even for j odd, and odd 
for j even. If Rj is odd for all i < 2k - 1, then R [ui, Z.&A _ l] is defined and 
is even. %Ce (AjB is a tree, R[ui, &,l] and R2k _1 coincide and we may 
then set x* := Y;~_~. 
C&z 2: B - (x} has one cycle less than B. In this casz, we denote by 
A the point set of the connected component of B whic!l has lost this 
cycle. Either there is an edge in B’ which joins a point itr A with a point 
not belonging to A which v+-e take as edge x’, or not. If not, then L&B’ 
contains an odd cycle and we may 
case to choose the proper edge x’. 
q-epeat the reasoning of the preceding 
This completes the proof of our assertion. 
it is interestitig to note that, for anv given graph G tjle number of . 
cycles in each conriected component of the subgraphs i!:iduced by bases 
of these matrof& cannot exceed a f”rxed number: either 0, for Pa(G) and 
P,(c),, or f ,, for P2(G) and Ps(G). Although we don’t krow whether 
other matroidal families 9 of connected graphs exist, we can, however, 
prove that MS property does not hold for any other lalatroids p(G). We 
state: 
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Proof. This theorem may be proved as a consequence of Theore::n A. Re- 
calling that a cactus is a graph such that each edge belongs to at most one 
cycle, we see that the edges of a subgraph of G which is a cactu:: with no 
pendant edge form an independent set of 9(G). In fact, such a cactus 
has at least one pendant cycle, i.e., a cycle with all points of degree two 
except one, and, consequently, it is not a member of the family 9. 
Neither does it contain a member of the family 9, because any subgraph 
of a cactus has eit!ler a pendant edge or a pendant cycle. 
Now, for any integer p, the complete graph Kp has (P,‘) independent 
cycles and contains a cactus with [ f ( p - 1)) cyc!es, all, triangles or all tri- 
angles but one which is quadrangle. 
Suppose that there is a matroidal famiiy satisfying the condiGons of 
the theorem. Take 11 sufficiently large for Kp to co:rtain membf:rs of 9 
as subgraphs. There are bases of 3(/C,) which have a number R :Jf in- 
dependent cycles $ucti that 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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